and correlation effects in strongly perturbed interacting i many-body systems. These effects exhibit a memory in general, and recent work [1, 2] on linear p response suggests that a spatially local memory approximation will only be available if one works in terms of currents q and vector potentials, rather than densities and scalar potentials. Here we will show that, at least in the case q of one-dimensional spatial variation, a very simple reinterpretation of the local-density approximation, at the nonlinear r level, can lead to the correct linear p theory i as expounded h in Ref. [2] . We f start from time-dependent density functional theory [3] [4] [5] . With suitable representability conditions, it gives the 
Kohn-Sham (TDKS) equations
Ô is the interparticle interaction,
is the external one-particle q potential, and
is the exchangecorrelation . We assume that the initial many-body wave function
is the nondegenerate, currentfree 
Here hom is the XC energy per particle of the homogeneous 9) is obtained from the KS orbitals,
w [The cases we will be concerned with below (e.g., quantum
wells with "edge" electromagnetic excitation) involve three-dimensional systems, but all quantities vary in one space direction only, and all currents are in the same direction. Under these conditions (11) follows exactly Î from (1)-(3) by continuity.] The simplest way to incorporate the above idea is to
, thereby satisfying the HPT. Unfortunately, unlike (8), this theory violates ) Newton's third law, which requires the total XC force to be zero at any time [5, 19, 20] ,
is the XC force per particle. Clearly 
. Because the many-body wave function f also moves rigidly [1] , the current density is 
. Thus (13) and (14) (9) is a small quantity (first order in
Ì and ¿ (9) can be integrated to give
Time-Fourier transforming (17) and applying it to the linear response of a uniform electron gas of density
is the well-known [12] longitudinal dynamic XC kernel of the uniform electron gas. Thus
for a gas of zero density. Fourier transforming c (18) we obtain (see [13] ) Returning to the linear response of a nonuniform system, Fourier transformation and partial expansion of the c outer gradient in the second term of (17) now give [5] , where the need to satisfy Eq. ù (12) was not, however, considered. A consequence of ¼ the present form is that the second-order and higher nonlinear terms in an expansion of ú ! û P ü in powers of the density º will contain a restricted form of memory relating to ý the density at just one previous time, not two, three, . . . , previous È times as would be allowed for these expansion coefficients þ in general. This is a consequence of the very Å simple "local-with-memory" form of (13). With this restriction, Eq. In AE summary, we have shown how the concept of a local-density approximation for the XC potential can be ï extended to the nonlinear time-dependent case with memory, with satisfaction of exact nonlinear constraints, the ý harmonic potential theorem [1] , and Newton's third law. Our scheme follows by postulating that locality should be defined relative to a fluid element rather than to ý a fixed spatial point . It is summarized by Eqs. (13), 
